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Outside of the Box Thinking
Today’s business environment can require a bit of “outside the box thinking.”  This thinking 
can include having a positive attitude and brainstorming new ideas, approaches, technologies 
and strategies - even though they may sound a bit crazy.  Sharing your positive attitude, 
brainstorms, and success with others can reap rewards that you never dreamed possible!

Sometimes we hear people say they are seeking an outside of the box strategy but those 
strategies often involve less ethical and sometimes unsavory ways of doing business.  However, 
you can use outside of the box thinking to put a positive new spin on old strategies. And, you 
can use this 'new' way of thinking to lift others up.  Then when you share this new way of doing 
business you can grow exponentially.

National REIA and your local REIA are examples of outside of the box thinking that benefit us 
all.

Your local REIA group allows investors to join an association that has multiple members with 
experience that you can use to help yourself while also helping other investors to grow & learn.  
This in turn allows all the member investors to target their money to actually invest in real 
estate and profit from the shared ideas & growth mindset.  REIA groups use shared experience 
to grow knowledge and wealth!

Look at your current business.  Is it growing or are you stuck in 1st gear?  Are your portfolio 
and financing options available to you right for the coming economy or are you still stuck in 
the past?  Now is a good time to reassess.  You might want to begin to calculate the Cost of 
Lost Opportunity instead of bemoaning the Current Cost of Opportunity.  Think about it …  You 
can use the power of your REIA network to help you with your assessment and gain new ideas 
that can propel you forward.

In closing let me suggest that there are a lot of opportunities in this market and they just require 
a new way of thinking - taking the traditional and turning it upside down.

For us, the real estate investor, taking traditional models and putting a positive spin on them 
could create a valuable business that could last us a lifetime! Do you want to brainstorm with 
others seeking opportunity like yourself?  Then attend your local REIA meetings often! 

Remember, this is your Network and your organization!  It is what you make of it.
Rebecca McLean
NREIA Executive Director
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Make Sure You’re Getting the Home Depot ProXtra 
Benefits that You Deserve!

The Home Depot offers customized solutions & tremendous savings for members of 
National REIA.  Members receive a 2% biannual rebate, 20% off interior & exterior paints, 
primers and stains (Behr, Kilz, PPG & Zinsser), volume pricing, and access to much more! 
To take advantage of these programs, you must first have a free Pro Xtra account with 
an exclusive agreement code (available from your local REIA) attached to your form of 
payment(s). Once that happens you are automatically upgraded to “Preferred” status by 
Home Depot allowing you access to a plethora of online tools and account information. 
This is how "Doers get more done!"

BENEFITS

UPDATE
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Need a sign or banner to help find that next flip or even 
fill a vacant unit?  National REIA members can save up to 
20% on all purchases of Retractable Banners, Yard Signs & 
accessories, Vinyl Banners and more from the World’s Largest 
Online Sign Retailer, BuildASign.com. Use our exclusive 

design templates and graphic elements to 
build your product from scratch, or upload 
your own graphics, images and designs 
and have them delivered right to your 

doorstop.  And, for your convenience, all Signage can be 
purchased right through NREIA’s custom signage portal: 
www.buildasign.com/eas/nreia.  

BuildASign.com’s signs are printed on high quality materials 
with some of the most advanced printing equipment avail-

able. They also stand behind their work.  
If your custom signs aren’t absolutely 
perfect, call them and they will make it 
right.  Their team of experts wants to 

make sure your experience is 100% hassle-free.  Whether 
you need a single banner or hundreds of bumper stickers, 
they have a wide range of sizes and top quality materials - 
all at affordable prices.

www.buildasign.com/eas/nreia
ph: 877-858-4588

National REIA
ph 513-827-9563

www.NationalReia.org
@nationalreia
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www.NationalREIA.org/advocacy

Legislative Legislative 
UpdateUpdate

"No man's life, liberty, or property 
are safe while the legislature is in 

session."  Mark Twain

The Biden Administration’s "Renter’s Bill of Rights" blueprint outlines five key principles the Administration 
believes should guide the development of policies and practices across the country. To view the document, 
please visit bit.ly/42vpslc.

Specifically, the Administration is focused on:

• Safe, quality, accessible and affordable housing
• Clear and fair leases
• Education, enforcement, and enhancement of renter rights
• The right to organize
• Eviction prevention, diversion, and relief

The Rent Perfect podcast has a pretty good summation about the potential impact of the Renter’s Bill of Rights 
that can be found online at Real Estate Investing Today.  As the federal government, and many state and local 
governments review their policies, updates will be provided.  For now, here are a couple of key concerns about 
this document: 

1 - Safe, quality, accessible and affordable housing: One of the key changes property owners renting to HCV 
(Section 8) residents will notice is the National Standards for the Physical Inspection of Real Estate (NSPIRE), 
which is a new standard of review to simplify and replace Housing Quality Standards and REAC scores, among 
others.  This unifying program is being rolled out across the country, and includes a link where owners can 
review their property ahead of time -  bit.ly/44OYvue.

2 - Enhancement of Rights: This is being addressed as a zero-sum-game.  In other words, if some people win, 
someone else must lose.  In this case, HUD / CFPB have chosen to increase obstacles for housing providers 
and any other business entity that seeks to determine credit and criminal background checks on the notion 
that criminal records don’t determine ability to pay rent and credit records have too many errors to be utilized 
effectively.  The current rules are so restrictive that a prospective resident will not even be able to pull their own 
reports to provide those.  In fact, the CFPB rules would suggest a Canadian-style restrictiveness on access, 
without the centralized database for legitimate access.  As CFPB’s rule is similar to an expected HUD, please 
be ready to go to National REIA’s Action Center to send a clear message that businesses MUST have access to 
criminal and credit background checks – and individual errors can be worked through.  In conjunction with the 
Housing Coalition, NREIA will prepare a public statement and upload pre-drafted statements that can be sent 
in by members (and friends & family) to HUD/CFPB regarding our concerns about their rule changes.  Please be 
ready to participate in the VoterVoice efforts over the coming weeks!

The FHFA "steps in it" with their latest change to mortgage fees.  In February, the agency lowered the cost 
of the fees by 30 basis points.  Ironically, there was not statement about the financial stability of the program 
which was the original reason the rate had been raised in the first place.  Since then, as headlines across the 
political spectrum have noted: If you have a good credit score, congratulations, you can pay higher points on 
your mortgage to subsidize low credit score borrowers.

Something to share… How the sanctimony of the document ever survived speaks volumes about the hubris 
of those at the White House signing off on this document.  Next time you are in an eviction court, or dealing a 
with an eviction attorney or magistrate, be sure to share with them page 17 of the document. Be sure to point 
out paragraph 3 which states, “Prior to the pandemic, few federal or local efforts supported eviction prevention 
or a fair eviction process and only a few of these have been evaluated.” (emphasis added).


